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EXECUTIVESUMMAAY

T7he model of the shallow ground water system of the Sunsaridistrict wasprimarily made to
arive at a global water balance of thhe whole district, and to indicate a maximun development
potential for future ground water exploitation. In theprocess, all componentsofthe systemhave
been verified. The model is based on 17newlydrilled"UN project" wells, shallow wells drilled by
GWRDB for farmers, and deep tube wells drilled by GWRDB as exploration wells. Also, the
basis for modeling are observation wells and continuous monitoring of depth to water levels
over the last three years. Pumping tests provided aquiferparameters necessary for modelling.

The whole simulation was divided into fourphases.The phase I was to matchan initialmap
ofwater levels which was constructed on the basis of field monitoring in May 1989. Theprimary
result of this plhase wasthe distribution of permeability coefficients (lhydraulic conductivity), set-
ting up the geometry of the shallow aquifer, and arriving at comect recharge and evaporation
values. The conclusion of this phase was that the recharge in the diy portion ofa year was
equivalent to about 2.1 MCMmonth (million cubic meters), plhus about I.6 MCM as injlow
from hill sides. The recharge
that comes from the hills on
the north, is in a form of
Subsurface flow through dry
river beds that cut the

SUNSARI MODEL . ONE-YEAR UATER BALANCE
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Siwalik hills. Out of this
cumulative recharge ofsome
3.7 MCM, evaporation may
consume about 1.8 MCM,
and 1.3 MCM may outflow
into India. What remains,
that is about 0.6 MCM, may
flow into the Sapta Koshi
River. The exchange of
water at the end of the dry
period is minor Water table
is deep, and out ofevapora-
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The second phase was that ofunsteady-state calibration of the model in the period from May
through September 1989. This is the period of the rise of water levels in the monsoon season.
The rise is well documented in some 14 observation wells. The model produced water balance
for the monsoon season. The recharge to aquifer dominates and as a result the levels are rising
This recharge is quantifed by the mmodel. The third phase ofihe modelling was to confim that
the "model" levels shall make a full cycle in one year, arriving at May levels at the end of the
simulation. Only in that way, when the jilling and depletion of the storage are balanced, one
may conclude about the recharge-discharge relationship. This phase was called the "verifica-
ion" of the model. The model indicated that, in one-year cycle, most of the water recharged

from rainfall (120.6 MCM per year) and inflow from hill side (11.5 MCM) is lost through
evaporation (83,6 MCM) and outflow into India (20.2 MCM). f the system in balance in the
year of verification, there is an outfilow into the Sapta Koshi River of about 28.3 MCM. This
balance is graphicaly shown in Fig1.

aspapuunn *****a***********=**
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From water balance in one-year verification phase, one may conclude that a future ground
water development from slhallow aquifers may come mostly on expense ofreduced evaporation,
outflow into the Sapta Koshi River, and outflow into India. The annual evaporation loss, which
amounts to about 83.6 MCM, can be reduced by lowering water levels to a depth that will
prevent the losses. As indicated in appendices, the area with water table close to land surface is
in the centralpart, north-west, and south-east. The outflow into the Sapta Koshi can be reduced
or eliminated bypumpingfrom shallow wells located along a stretch parallel to the river course.
t is a favorable coincidence that along he left bank of the Sapta Koshi River the shallow
aquiferin Sunsari district ismost proynising, havingclean sandand gravel content and very high
transmissivity of more than 1500 m*lday. 1he ouiflow to ndia, of some 20.2 MCM per year,
can be reduced or stopped altogether by pumping on a larger scale near the border.

Wuh the total active model area of about 892 km, and an average annual rainfall of 1700
mm, the total volune of rain in an average year is about 1465 MCM. Out of t
MCM recharges the shallow aquifer, which is only 9% on average. In areas where the near-the
Surface layer is more penneable, thispercentage may be higlher, but there are many places in
whichdirect infiltration of rainfall is low becauseofextensive impermeable surfacecover. The
overallperceniage of9 is important conchusionof this study, which invalidates earlier reported
values in former studies ofover 20 and even 30%.

s about 132

Al the previous phases were a kind ofestablishing the model as a credible tooljor forecasting
an extensive fiuture development ofshallow groundwater. The philosophy behind the last phase
is the following f the model is successful in reproducing the past, it could be used in predicting
the future. The Sunsari model was shown to correcty duplicate the behavior of shallow water
table in theperiod from May through September 1989.

After several check runs, it was decidedtofully test two development scheme. The schene A
nclude 147 cells each covering I kon. In each cell, a same amount of 420,000 mwas
punped in the 5-month period Thus the total_development anounted to about 62
MEM/season. Out of this 20% were returned back to the system in the form of return irigation.
The total pumping of 61.7 MCM is just below one halfof the maximum possible "'safe yiela" ofthe district, without induced recharge from tihe river.

The development scheme was iested over a period of four years, on a cyclic basis: pumping in
5 dy months (more in February and March than in other months), idling in the renaining
seven months.

Since the results were encouraging, more wells were located in the development labeled
Scheme B. The criteria for locating the wells were the following: (a) acceptable transnissivity,
(6) water table close to the surface, («) location not very close to the river. The total number of
celsis 232the areacovered by development 232 kn, and the total absitraction about 97.4
MCM. Wih the spacing of 300 m among wels, the total number of wells may be about 250
The volume of water may be sufficient to irrigate about 12,000 ha, provided that an average
agriculural demand is about 8,000 m°lhalseason. The location of Scheme B development is
shown in Fig.2.

The water balance in the Scheme B shows the major main points. The recharge is the sane as
in SchemeA, 121 MCMperyear. Pumping is increased from 62 MCM to 97.4 MCM. Evapora-
tion loss is about the same, 69.2 MCM. Inflow across the northern model boundary, that is fromn
hill side, is the same, 11.5 MCM, while the outflow to lndia is nil in the fourth year.

Mathematical Model of Sunsari District EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Fig.2
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Thus the balance equation may look as follows:

Ret Evapore
69 2 974 17.4 MEM/

The deficit of about 17.4 MCM per year may conme from two sources: (a) contribution from
the Sapta Koshi river flow, (b) from storage, which is still being used. Theultimate balance,with
etended time of abstraction, can come either from the river or from inflow from the hill side.
The volume of 17.4 MCMfyear is about 550 lsec, which is negligent considering ihe average
river flowrate. The balance in the
fourth year of simulation is shown in
Fig.3.
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The model of Sunsari district is an
example of modelling of shallow
gound water system in the Terai. It
offers a sound base for ADBN
development plans. The conclusions
fonnulated herein are believed to be
on the safe side. Although previous
reporns have speculated about the
maximum pemissible number of
shallow wells in various districts ofthe
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Terai, this mmodellingstudy fornulated not only the number ofwells, but suggested the area
wlhich may be favorable for the overall development of the shallow ground water resource. In
the sulation process, the model evaluated quantitatively all components of the shallow
groundwater sistem: rechargefrom infilirated rain, evaporation loss from very shallow water
table, filling up and depleting the storage, connection with the Sapta Koshi River. This last may
be the weak pont of the study. It isrecommended to establish either one additional river stage
(and flow) gauging stations on the Sapta Koshi (one near the border with India), or to drill two
sthallow observation wells at the river bank to monitor the river stage.

As a final conchusion, Sunsari district offers quite a high development potential for shallow
ground-water-sustained imigation, Abstraction from phreatic aquifer has a side beneficial effect

ofproviding for drainage, and reducing the risk ofwaterlogging andsalinization ofsoil.

.
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1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1. NEP/86/025 Project Document Details

The project NEP/86/025 -Shallow Ground Water Investigations in the Terai is executed by
the United Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for Development. The govern-
ment implementing àgency is Ground Water Resources Development Board of the Depart-
ment of Irrigation, Ministry of Water Resources. The project is designed as a four-and-half
year project primarily oriented to field-data collection, establishment of ground-water data
bases, and to assessment of development potentials of shallow aquifers all over the Terai.
The project started in June 1987.

The project is to produce the following tangible outputs:

(a) Computerized data base with about 2000 shallow wells from all over the Terai. Infor
mation on lithology, hydrogeological parameters, water levels, etc.

(b) Maps of pre-monsoon (maximum) and post-monsoon (minimum) water depths ex
pressed in relative terms from land surface and in absolute elevations above mean sea level.

(c) Water level graphs from selected observation points in a minimum period of one year.

(d) Reports on mathematical modelling.

(e)Report on drilling methods and results in shallow water well drilling in the Terai.

() Assessment ofshallow aquifer development potentials in each of districts.

Among project outputs, reports on mathematical modelling of various parts of the Terai
are expected to provide the means for evaluation and assessment of shallow ground water
developmentpotentials.

1.2. Basis for the Model and Report

The modelof Sunsaridistrict is based on the following:

(a) NEP/86/025 project wells (for ease of reference called "project" wells) - 17 newly

drilled shallow wells between October 1988 and January 1989. Locations are shown in Ap-
pendix3,

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 17
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(b) Shallow wells drilled by GWRDB for farmers, financed by ADBN in 1982/83.

(c) Deep tube wells drilled by GWRDB between 1976 and 1982.

(d) Pumping tests conducted in "project" wells between December 1988 and February
1989. (e) Water level observations since May 1987. Location of observation wels, which
were used for model calibration, are shown in Appendix 4.

Most, if not all, of previous information is compiled and reported in Technical Report
No.10, titled "SUNSARI DISTRICT: SHALLOW WELLS DRILLING, TESTING ANND

MONITORING IN 1987-1989, BASIC DOCUMENTATION AND PRELIMINARYIN
TERPRETATION".

1.3. Location, Size, Climate, Rivers in Sunsari District

Sunsari district belongs to the Eastern Region. The sketch location of Sunsari within Nepal
is shown in Appendix 1. More detailed, although still a sketch, themodel area is showa in
Appendix2. The district area is about 1240 km; out of this, 100 km belongs to the Bhabar
zone. The model area is completely within a plain commonly known as the Terai of Nepal
The Terai plain is composed of interlocked alluvial deposits of the wider Ganges Plain and
that of fans, channels, flood plains of numerous rivers flowing from the Siwalik (Churia)
Range. For the sake of economy of drilling and well construction, the whole sequence of un-
consolidated materials is divided into shallow and deep ground water systems. In the context
of this model, the shalow ground water system includes the first significant permeable layer
of at least 6 meter thickness, directly or indirectly recharged from local rainfall. As will be
clear from appendices, this is normally down to a depth of 30 to 40 meters. The contour line
of 150 m is considered to be the physical end of the Terai's Quaternary sediments. Thus, the
active model area is about
892 km', excluding higher
parts near the hills, in which
presumably shallow aquifer
becomes marginal or missing.

SUNSARI MONTHLY RAINFALL
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the climate in Sunsari district,
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average of 85% of the total
annual rainfall. Locations of
rainfall stations (Dharan,
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nagar) are shown in Appen-
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dix 2. Monthly rainfall for three stations in 1987 is shown in Fig. 1, in 1988 for two stations in
Fig 2, and in 1989 for Biratnagar station in Fig. 3. The long-term average for Biratnagar is

about 1732 mm, whiletherainfall in all three last years was far above the long-term average:

1987 2657 mm, 1988 2088 mm, 1989 2728 mm. Average monthly rainfall exceeds average

evaporation in a normal year during only 4 months, June to September. For better under-
standing of the shallow aquifer behavior in the period ofcalibration (May 1989 -September
1989) the more-than-average rainfall in district should be considered

Fig. 2
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The major potential surface water source for supplementing natural rainfall is the Sapta
Koshi River which makes the western boundary to the model area. This is the river with the
second highest discharge in Nepal (average: 1550 m'/sec in 1977-1985). The river flow
height (Fig 4) and river discharge (Fig. 5) are recorded at Chatara (Chatra) station, just at
the place where the river exits from Siwalik hills and enters the Terai. The land surface
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elevation at the gauging station is 170 m. In the month of August, the Koshi has its highest

water level which is about 4 m higher than in February. At the border with India, the Koshi

is dammed up by a one kilometer long dam, so that even in premonsoon season, the river
never gets dry. Almost ninety percent of the annual flow of the Koshi occurs in the months
May to October and only ten in the remaining 6 months.

Fig 4
KOSH1 RIVER
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The Sapta Koshi River is important for the shallow ground water system because it makes

a hydraulic barrier to shallow ground water flow from Sunsari district into or from neighbor-

ing Saptari district. Due to lack of information about the river height at the damsite, the

time of opening of flood gates and their discharge, the connection between ground water

table and river water level in this southern part is not well known.

While the role of the Sapta Koshi River may be that of a constant-head boundary prevent

ing any shallow ground water exchange across its banks, the role of other rivers in Sunsari

TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 17MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT
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district is not clear. Most of streams are intermittent, flowing only during the monsoon time.
The Siwalik (Churia) hills within the Sunsari district appear to be more compact and less
dissected than in other districts of the Terai. The consequence is twofold: (1) there is less
Bhabar material (coarse-grained, generally very permeable, clastic material, which resulted
from river fan and colluvial deposition); (2) there are no surface streams of importance
rather than the Sapta Koshi. Some less significant surface flows, intermittent, leaving the
Siwalik hills and entering Terai, are Sarda Khola, Sehera Khola, and Budhi Nadi. The latter
makes the boundary with east-lying Morang district

Although the Terai of Nepal is in the subtropical zone, themean monthly temperature
reaches a low of 17C in January compared to a high of 29°C in June and/or July. The
highest daily temperature is usually in April and May.

2. MODEL SETUP

2.1. Model Size and Network

The shallow ground water system of Sunsari district, which is the subject of this modelling
work, has two natural and two artificial boundaries. The natural boundaries are the Sapta
Koshi River on the north-west, and the Churia (Siwalik) hills in the north northeast. The
artificial boundaries are the state boundary with India in the south and southwest and the
districtboundary with Morang in the east. The shape of Sunsari district and its transforma-
tion into the model are shown schematically in Appendices 3 and 4, respectively. The orien-
tation of the model coordinate system is rotated for about 15 degrees, to make the model
north-south oriented.

The model's coordinates are expressed in columns (), which may be taken as an
equivalent to "X" coordinate axis, and in rows ), which may be taken as an equivalent to
"Y coordinate axis. The labeling of rows and columns starts in the northwestern corner.
(The minus sign for rows in some appendices should not confuse the reader. It is only for the
convenience of a graphical computer program.)

The total area occupied by the model is 1435 km', which is discretized into 1435 equal-size
cells. The size of each cell in the model is 1000 m by 1000 m, i.e. the area occupied by one
cell is 1,000,000 m big The number of columns is 35, and that of rows is 41. It is a medium

size model. Considering the spacing of 1000 m in either direction, the model is of a prelimi-
nary nature, sufficiently accurate for global balance and assessment of overall recharge and
discharge components of the system. It is not to beused for detailed location of water-supp-
ly and/or imigation wells. The model is two-dimensional, meaning thatall lithological layers
along the vertical to the depth of representation are averaged into one layer.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICTTECHNICAL REPORT NO. 17
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The area on the right bank of the Sapta Koshi River is eliminated from simulation. This is

a standard procedure since the aquifer in Saptari, on the other side of the river, is not
hydraulically (and physically) connected with the water in Sunsari district in the east. In
other words, the Sapta Koshi River is taken as a constant-head boundary which is the physi-
cal termination of the Sunsari shallow ground water system.

The area to the north declared with T=0 (transmissivity equal zero) coincides with the
Siwalik hills above the absolute elevation 150 m. There is no Quaternary (alluvium) aquifer
in the hills, and the boundary is the natural one. All cells declared with T=0 are also
eliminated from the modelling.

However, the area to the east, which is also eliminated and which is in Morang district,
does contain a shallow ground water system, very similar to the one in Sunsari district. That
area was eliminated from the modelling on the following grounds: (a) one of targets of the
modelling is to produce the water balance for Sunsari district alone, (b) the ground water
flow is from the north to south, i.e. from the hills towards India, and, in natural state, there is
very little flow from east to west or vice versa. This is not to say that this is a natural condi-
tion, since, in nature, any large-scale shallow water development near the district border
would have produced additional "import" of shallow ground water from Morang district, if
development is in Sunsari, or "export', if development is in Morang. However, the planning
of shallow ground water development calls equally for increased pumping in Morang as well
as in Sunsari district. It is on the safe side to assume that any development in Sunsari should
count only with the water recharged in that district. To conclude, there is an error intro-
duced when the Morang portion of the system is eliminated, but that error is on the safe
side. The south-east and south boundary of the model, towards India, is also an artificial
one. The model assumes a physical end of shallow aquifer in the southern direction, which
implies that there is no outflow of ground water into India. This is not true, but the shallow
grounwater flow rate is much less when compared with other components of the system.
Yet, the flow is simulated with discharging wells, reducing thus the error.

2.2. Modeled Processes and Aquifer Parameters

The shallow ground water system of the Terai is recharged directly from the surface in
places in which a more or less permeable layer occurs near the land surface. It receives the
water which infiltrates after rainfall, or which originates from rivers and other surface
streams. Although the water from surface sources (rainfal, surface streams) may infiltrate
almost everywhere, the major source of shallow aquifer recharge in most of the Terai comes
from a zone along the hills, known as the Bhabar zone. It is a very permeable zone com-
posed of gravel with pebbles, some coase sand and minor amount of finer clastics. Al
though generally permeable, it is characterized by extremely poor sorting. Because it was
formed asa result of river fan and colluvial deposition, the Bhabar zone is not continuous.
In Sunsari district the extension of the Bhabar zone is only about 100 km, and that is mostly
in the noriheastern portion of the district.
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The shallow ground water, which infiltrates after rains and recharges the aquifer, flows

down the gradient mostly in the southern direction. On its way it is being consumed by

evapotranspiration processes which may be active in places in which the water table comes

close to the surface

The Sapta Koshi River, as well as any other perennial or intermittent surface stream, may

either recharge the shallow ground water system or discharge from it. The direction of water
exchange depends on the difference of water levels between the river and the shailow
aquifer. The sketch of shallow ground water system behavior is shown here below in Fig 6,

and the real geometry of shallow aquifer, from north to south, in Figures 7.
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Although the ground water system modeled in this study is two-dimensional, with only one
value of hydraulic conductivity (permeability) and storage coefficient representing one cell,
the modelling code permits the distinction between fully saturated aquifer, and its semi-or
totally confining layer above. The model also takes care to calculate the real transmissivity
of thepermeable layer on the basis of saturated thickness and hydraulic conductivity. This is
shown in the sketch here below.thes
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Likewise, the model also takes care to distinguish between water table conditions (when
the water table is inside the permeable formation) and confining conditions (when the water
table, or more correctly piezometric head, rises above the top of permeable formation).

Although the shallow system is not homogeneous and unique water- bearing layer, but
composed of a sequence of permeable and impermeable layers, the model treats such a se-
quence as only one layer and characterizes it with an averaged value of conductivity.
Numerous lithological logs are available from "project" wells and deep tube wells drilled by
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GWRDB. The nonhomogeneity of the system is clearly evidenced in lithological cross-sec-

tions in Appendix 5. The appendix contains five typical lithological cross-sections. (Detailed

interpretation of lithology is given in Technical Report No. 10, Basic Documentation for

Sunsari District.)

In thirteen wells pumping tests have been conducted to define the transmissivity of the

shallow ground water system. The location of pump-tested wells is shown in Appendix 6,

along with the contour lines of equal transmissivity. The transmissivity is high, normally oveer

1500 m/day, reaching a maximum of over 4000 m"/day. The storage coefficient values from

pumping tests are unreliable and not representative for an unconfined ground water system.

This is typical for many tests of short duration in similar environments. The values obtained

prove that the shallow aquifer is overlain by several meters of less permeable material in

which vertical permeability dominates over the horizontal one (anisotropic medium), and

which may permit the exchange of water in vertical direction (recharge from infiltrated

water and evapotranspiration loss), but which offers very little storage of water.

The modelling of the Sunsari shallow ground water system is made possible by monitoring

water levels in shallow tube and dug wells in the period starting with May 1987 and continu-

ing until recent days. However, for modeling, of interest is only the period from May 1989
through January 1990, in which the newly drilled project welis have been observed. Loca-
tions of observation wells are shown in Appendix 4. In this period two extremes are ob
served: minimum water levels (or maximum depths to water) in May 1989, and maximum
water level in September/October 1989.

2.3. Input Data

The following input data are required to make a model of a shallow unconfined aquifer:

(a) Land surface elevation, Appendix 7.

(6) Top-of-aquifer elevation, Appendix 8

(c) Bottom-of-aquifer elevation, Appendix 9.

(d) Initial water level (May 1989), Appendix 10.
(e)Codes and categories for permeability orhydraulicconductivity, Appendix 11.

( Codes and categories for recharge, Appendix 12.

(Codes and categories for storage coefficientand/or effective porosity, Appendix 13.

(h) Codes and categories for evaporation, Appendix 14

The model produced maps derived from input data: depth to top of shallow aquifer (Ap

pendix 15), depth to bottom of shallow aquifer (Appendix 16), depth to waterlevel in May
1989 (Appendix 17), and saturated thickness of shallow aquifer (Appendix18). Very illustra-
tive are also geometrical cross-sections as shown in Appendices 15, for selected columns and
rows. These may be compared with lithological cross sections derived from driller's data
logs (Appendices 5). ri
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From the map showing depth-to-shallow-aquifer (Appendix 15)it is clear that aquifer is al
most everywhere overlain by several meters of less permeable formation. This is normally
silty and sandy clay, which may be more or less permeable. It imay accept and transmit some
of rainfall because its permeability is not controlled entirely by its lithology. Agricultural

practices, plants' roots, weathering, and like, contribute more or less to itspermeability. The
thickness of overlying semipermeable layer is also seen in geometrical cross-sections in

Figures 7 (three pages further). The map in Appendix 16,depth-to-bottom of aquifer, shows
actually the depth of shallow aquifer as interpreted by this model. In the central part it is

about 44 m, while normally it is 30 and 40 meters.

Water levels in May 1989 are low, as shown in Appendix 17. Except in some isolated areas
where levels are less than 3 meters from ground surface, in May 1989 they are normally be-
tween 4 and 6 meters deep.

Very important is the model interpretation of saturated thickness of shallow aquifer in
May 1989 as shown in Appendix 18. Except in north-western coner and south-eastern part,
it is everywhere more than 20 meters. It reaches a maximum in the very center, about 42 m.

2.4. Phases of Modelling

The modelling started with steady-state calibration of the model. The month of May 1989
was selected for the initial phase of the modelling. The water-level contour map (Appendix
10) is taken as an end of a long dry period. Although there is no "steady-state" in nature, it is
assumed that the minimum levels would have prevailed should there have been alimost no
rainfall for a long period of time. In a steady-state modelling, the dominant parameters in
the simulation are: (a) recharge, (b) hydraulic conductivity, (c) evaporation control, plus the
connection with the Sapta Koshi River. (Also, the flow into the model from the hilly sides
and as underilow in dry creeks, as well as outflow into India along the southern border, are
very important.)

The second phase of the modelling, unsteady-state calibration, was to confirm the rise of
levels over the period from May 1989 through September 1989. For this many points all
over the modeled area were used, as shown in Appendix 4. These points, in which historical
observations of water levels exist, are "calibration cells', or model-quality controlling cells.

Coupled to the second phase, the third phase of the modelling was to simulate the system
behavior over one year period. This is more the verification of the model than the calibra-
tion, because no aquifer or systenm parameters are matched. The period of simulation was
between the months of September 1989 and May 1990. This is a hypothetical phase, because
observed levels are missing for the period October 1989 - May 1990. The model should have
proved that the May levels in 1990 would have come close to the ones in May 1989,
provided that all input parametes are globally correctly taken. (In the case of the simulated
period, it is more accurate to say that the May 1990 levels should be slightly above the May
1989 levels because of over-average rains in 1989.)
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The final, fourth, phase of the modelling is to find an optimum distribution of hypothetical

"future" shallow tube wells and their cumulative pumping rate, which could be interpreted as
a "safe yield"of the shallow aquifer.

2.5. Background and Introduction on Mathematical Modelling in General

The use of microcomputers in ground water resources has grown rapidly within the past

few years. A model is a system of finite- difference equations that replace partial differential

equations that govern the ground water flow. One such finite-difference equation is written

for each cell of the model. The user does not necessarily need to be involved in mathematics

behind the modelling or programmer's code and mode of solution.

The software used for the modelling of the Sunsari shallow ground water system is

proprietary United Nations ground water software, being, incidentally, prepared by the

author of this report

The finite difference grid is superposed over a map of aquifer, such as shown in Appendix

3. The aquifer is thus divided into volumes having dimensions m x y, where m is the

saturated thickness of the aquifer. The system of finite-difference equations is solved for the

principal unknown h (head). The method of solution used is an iterative alternating direc-

tion implicit method. Between two iterations a residual error remains which is either

reduced in successive iteration or accepted as suitable solution.

Essentially the modelling process can be thought of a black box such as the following

sketch demonstrates.

PROGRAM FOR SOLUTION OUTPUTINPUTDATÄ

Water Balance
Map of Levels
Hydrographs
Depth to Water
Evaporation

Distribution
Permeability

Distribution

Boundary data
Land Surface

.

Top of Aquifer
Bottom ofAquifer
Permeability
Storage Coefficient
Recharge
Evaporation
Sapta Koshi River
Initial Levels

Storage Coeff.
Distribution

The role of input data cannot be overemphasized. A model is as good only as the data used

to make it As far as the Sunsari model is concerned, it is believed that the data are suffi-

ciently good to warrant its construction. (During the modelling process it was discovered

that some of information is not to be trusted: (a) driller's description of lithology, (b) some

water level measurements, (¢) reported dates of measurements.)

TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 117
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2.6. Aquifer Geometry

The geometry of an aquifer includes the elevation of land surface, the top of permeable se-
quence, and the bottom of permeable sequence. The land surface is important for having a

means of controlling the evaporation process. It is a known fact that the shallow ground
water shall be lost through the process of evaporation when the water table comes within
several meters from the land surface. There is an empirical formula by Schoeller according
to which there is a critical depth of the water table below which there shall be no water loss
on account of evaporation. This depth is found from a mean monthly or annual air tempera-
ture:

dcr= 8 x to +/-15

where der is the critical depth expressed in cm, to is the mean temperature. In the Terai of
Nepal, the mean annual temperature is about 23°C, but in the months of highest evapora-
tion potential the temperatures are well above 30C. Thus the maximum depth below which
there should be no evaporation loss from the water table could be between 2 and 3 meters.
(The evaporation control in the model shall be discussed in Section 2.6.)

The land surface elevation is also important for limiting the rise of water table above the
land surface. Only in parts of the model in which the aquifer is covered with completely im-
permeable clays, the modelling permits the piezometric surface to rise above the land sur-
face.

The top-of-aquifer elevation is important for two reasons: (1) to check whether the cell is
under water table or confined conditions, (2) to recalculate the transmissivity if and when
water table drops to below the top of aquifer.

The bottom of aquifer elevation is used to calculate the saturated thickness of the aquifer
which is then used to obtain the transmissivity by multiplying it by the hydraulic conduc-
tivity. It is also used to assign a minimum thickness to the saturated aquifer of 0.01 m should
the level ever fall below the aquifer bottom. Thus the aquifer transmissivity always has some
positive value, and this allows refilling of the aquifer if the opportunity ever occurs.

The geometry of the shallow ground water system is amply illustrated in Appendices
5,7,8,9,15,16,18 (land surface, top-of-aquifer, bottom-of-aquifer, depths to top and bottom,
saturated thickness, etc.)

The cross-sections through two columns and two rows of the model are shown in Figures 7.
The blue-colored layer is the shallow aquifer which is the subject of this modelling study. Al
though shown as uninterrupted unit, this is in essence a sequence of several permeable andd

impermeable layers, which are all hydraulically connected and have the same source of
recharge and discharge.

The change of land suríace slope is evident some 15 or so kilometers from the hills (Figure
7/1, column 24). Although the sketch shows the "bottom" of the shallow aquifer, it is in no

*e**********
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way an indication of the absence of permeable layers underneath. Rather than that, it is a
subjective indication of what one may call "shallow aquifer', that is the uppermost sequence
of permeable layers directly recharged from rainfall and surface streams.

The break of the land surface slope is mostly responsible for the introduction of two terms:
"phreatic seepage line" and "'saturation line". The seepage line is defined as the line where
shallow water table emerges at the land surface. If it is assumed that the near-the-surface
layer is permeable, than along this line there will be a loss of shallow ground water in the
form of dispersed seepage. In Sunsari district, the water table is everywhere deeper than 1 m
below the land surface and there is no any "'seepage" in the above sense. However, in Sep-
tember the water table may rise all the way to the land suríace and be discharged in either
form: evaporation, seepage.

The saturation line is an artificial projection onto the land surface of the line where the
first permeable layer becomes fully saturated. Especially in a very thick Bhabar formation
near hills, the upper portion of otherwise permeable medium may be unsaturated. Both
lines, notable seepage and saturation lines, are dynamic concepts. They are constantly shift-
ing, depending on the season and the vertical position of the water table.

In figures and appendices, some other geometric features are also presented. Each is the
outcome of an automatic modelling opportunity which "crossinterprets" the geometry of the
system. The depth to the top of aquifer in each model cell is shown in Appendix 15, the
depth to the bottom of shallow aquifer is shown in Appendix 16, and the saturated thickness
of aquifer at the beginning of simulation (May 1989) is shown in Appendix 18.

The geometry of the shallow aquifer was interpreted from many recently drilled shallow
wells. Their schematic locations within the model network are shown in Appendix 4. All of
recently drilled wells (UN project) have their land surface elevations accurately surveyed
under a local subcontract provided by GWRDB. For other points, the land surface elevation
was read from a 1:125,000 topographic map (English version), with an accuracy of some 1-2
m in most cases, except in the very north where the accuracy could be several meters.

2.7. Evaporation Control

The process of evaporation of shallow ground water is one of the most dominant and
decisive processes in the Sunsari ground water system. Thereíore, the model pays an ade-
quate attention toits role. It is assumed that in every cell in which the evaporation process is
possible, the loss shall be calculated according to the following

(a) When water table eomes to the land surface or above it, the loss shall be equal to the
potential evaporation (maximum evaporation, or free-water surface evaporation - that is the
one reported in meteorological manuals). a 7 1

(b) When water table drops to below the critical depth of evaporation, which is in this
model set at 2.8 m below the land surface, there will be zero evaporation loss.
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(c) Between 2.8 m depth and the land surface, the loss is calculated according to the ex-
ponential formula:

E = Eo exp(-0.6d)

where E is the current loss (function of space, depth, and, indirectly, time), Eo is the free-
water surface evaporation rate, d is the current depth of water table below the land surface.
If the shallow aquifer is covered by a semiconfining layer (silty, sandy clay) and "water table"
is within this semiconfining zone, the evaporation loss shall be reduced when compared to
the loss that would have occurred had the permeable medium reached the land surface. Be-
tween ten and thirty per cent may be a reasonable "guess". Although this parameter may
dominate the simulation, especially when water table is very close to the surface, yet it will
be hardly ever known better than "guessing'". The model keeps an account of cumulative
evaporation losses which are then compared to cumulative recharge.
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2.8. Sapta Koshi River

The Sapta Koshi River makes the western boundary of the shallow ground water flow sys-
tem. The elevation of the water table in the river cells is taken from the topographic map,
scale 1:125,000. As shown in Fig. 4 at gauging station Chatra the river stage is from mini-
mum over 171 m to maximum about 176 meters. Chatra is located in higher parts of Terai.
The slope of the river, as it is entered into the model in the month of May 1989 is shown in
Fig.8.

ow*assonmsosoum
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3. STEADY-STATE CALIBRATION (MAY 1989)

3.1. Water Level Contour Map in May 1989

The basis for the steady-state calibration is the contour map of water levels in May 1989

(Appendix 10). The map is produced by subtracting the depth to water table in selected

wells from absolute land surface elevation. More than 20 well points covering all parts of the

model were used to construct this map. The model is expected, in the steady-state calibra-

tion to duplicate this map.

3.2. Input Data Files

The model demands the following input data files:

(a) General Data: number of columns, number of rows, size of one time step (DELTA) (in

the steady-state calibration the size of time step is very large; normally 1x1010 days is suffi-

cient), maximum permitted number of iterations, error convergence criterion (ERROR).

(b) Hydraulic conductivity (permeability) data file.

(c) Recharge data input file.
(d) Evaporation data control file.
(e) Land surface elevation data file.

( Top of aquifer elevation input data file.

E)Bottom ofaquifer input data file.

(h) Initial water levels (May 1989).

(i) Storage coefficients and/or effective porosities.

The hydraulic conductivity input data file is reproduced in Appendix 11. The first line con-

tains the values of different categories of permeabilities (hydraulic conductivities) and the

remaining 41 lines contain the categories for each cell, one row by row. The format of input
is Sx3511, which means that in the first five columns anything can be typed since it shall be

ignored by the computer. (This "free" space is used for typing numbers of rows.) There is
also a legend, which explains the relationship between the values and categories. For ex
ample, the code 4 means the permeability of 70 m/day, etc. These are a kind of artificial

values of permeabilities, because they are averaged over the whole saturated thickness, ir

respective of the proportion of permeable versus impermeable material. (The real value of

the hydraulic conductivity must be higher than the one used herein.) The distribution of

hydraulic conductivíties as shown in Appendix 11 is the final outcome of the modelling

(calibration) process,
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The recharge data input file is shown in Appendix 12. It is also an outcome of the modell-
ing calibration process. Similar to the hydraulic conductivities, the first line in the file con-
tains the values, expressed in percentages of rainfall, and the remaining 41 lines the codes
(categories) which are translated by the model into the values of recharge. There is also one
line at the end of the file, which shows the rainfall (daily rate) for a particular time interval.
Thus, the value of 0.011 is 11 mm/day, or 330 mm/month, because the basic units in this
model are meterforlength (distance), day for time. (There are two more basie units: m"/day
for transmissivity, m"/day for pumping rates.)

The evaporation input data file is shown in Appendix 14. There are only two categories of
data, zero (or blank) and 1. The first implies that there will be no evaporation process,
either because the cell is outside of the model, or the aquifer is covered by completely im-
permeable formation. The last line (the 43rd in this case) contains the daily maximum (free-
surface) evaporation rates for each time interval. In the file shown in Appendix 14, the value
such as 0.006 (for May-June 1989) is interpreted as daily potential evaporation of 6 mm. (In
the steady-state calibration only the first value is used, since, by definition, the steady-state is
achieved in only one time step.)

The land surface elevation file is numerical data file, with one line for one modelrow. The
individual values (from one column to next) are separated by either blank space or a
comma. This is so-called "free" format. The map shown in Appendix 7 is only for reporting.
(The program cannot read graphical input.) Similarly, other two "geometric" files are
prepared: top of aquifer, bottom of aquifer. Their graphical equivalents (used only for
reporting) are presented in Appendices 8 and 9, respectively

The initial water levels input data file, with its graphical equivalent shown in Appendix 10,

is prepared in the similar way. It is absolutely required that each cell in the model be given

one value for each of input parameters. Also, in the case of initial water levels, it is very im-
portant that the input file contains as close initial levels as possible to what is believed to be
the real water level configuration. The importance comes from the fact that these levels are
used to calculate initial transmissivities of the shallow aquifer, and initial evaporation rates.
Both of these will prevail throughout the steady-state calibration without any modification.

3.3. Comments on Available Data

The areal distribution of locations with known ithology is shown in Appendix S/1. At least
17 wells have available lithological description of formations drilled through. However, two

factors should be considered. First, the spread of information is not adequate, and wells are
not covering some parts of the area. There is a gap in the westem part of the district,. toward
the Sapta Koshi River. Likewise, there is missing information in the central-north, between
lithological cross-sections II and III. Second, lithological description of drilled formations is

often misleading. The driller reports"'grave!l" when the formation contains gravel mixed with
silt and/or clay. Thus the 10-m thick gravel and sand layer, as reported by driller, is not com-

mensurate with transmissivity of only several hundred m-/day.
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The number of 11 pumping tests on which the transmissivity distribution is based is insuffi-
cient. Therefore, during calibration phase, a completely new distribution of transmissivities
had resulted, from an attempt to match, by model, the nature.

3.4. Results of Steady-State Calibration

The steady-state calibration is necessary to produce a good initial map of water levels. The
levels must be in equilibrium (recharge-flow-discharge) so that any subsequent non-steady
state deviation from the balanced state produces changes in wanted direction. Eg, the
levels should decline in dry season or rise in wet. They will not do so unless the map of ini-
tial levels is perfectly balanced in the antecedent period.

After many computer runs, in which the hydraulic conductivities, boundary inflow and out-
flow, recharge rates and evaporation distribution were changed (sometimes also geometry
of aquifer, incuding double check of land surface elevations, lithology, etc.) the final out-
come was the table of individual "matching" values as shown here below.

COMPARISON BETWEENFIELD MEASUREMENITS AND MODEL
(END OF STEADY-STATE CALIBRATION)

-

abs. Well Name I J | Hingut Hend Difference

Khanar
Chancbela

28 15 93. 83 93.87 -0.04
25 18 87.72 87.1 0.58

baba
Shimariya
Amahibella
Ramnaga
Pholaraba
Devanganj
Laiki

30 . 04 73.97
84.80
66.73

-0.93
20 85.75

67..00
0.95

35 0.27
19 30 72

79.09
66..13

.54 73. -0.65
10. 21 80..33 -1.24
24 37
11 .
10 16

65.51
80.15 78.84
84.26

0.62
..3126

Prakashpr
Jumka

83.88 0.38
18 9136 91.81

133.00 133.23
-0.45

Tarahara
Kalabanjar
singiyahi
arinagar Old
Babiya Old
Bhoraha Old

25 .23
14 6 104.10 102.89 1.21
13 .
21 35

93. 10 92.22 0.88
66. 40 66..39 O..01

18 29 73.43 74.50 -1.07
L3 4 .19 21 -0.02

Tarmma Old
Dhanpuri old
BaRa O . ... O 8.9 98.90

28 2 75.72
15 6 104.20 104.26

-0..41
-0.06

26 76.13

0.01
******

Average differerce in this un: 0.57 [m

The average "deviation from observed" values is 57 cm, for 20 cells. In four cells it is slight-
ly over 1.0 meter. With information in hands, which is preliminary, and considering the con-
clusions to be derived from such a model, it is believed sufficiently accurate for this purpose.

The map of water level contours in May 1989 is shown in Appendix 10. The success of the
steady-state calibration becomes evident when this map is compared with a similar map
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reported in Technical Report No. 10, produced by field measurements only. Clearly, the
flow net (direction of flow and absolute elevations of contour lines) in both maps are very
close one to the other. The slope (gradient) of ground water flow is steeper in northeastern
part, and much milder in the southern part toward India and the Sapta Koshi River. The
map needs additional information in the area near the Sapta Koshi River.

Yet it is believed that the map as shown in Appendix 10 is a good starting point for the un-
steady-state calibration of the rise of levels in the monsoon season of 1989.

Although the modeller has a certain freedom to modify some parameters, the modifica-
tions may not exceed some tolerances. The values of conductivities and recharge rates, in
particular, must be based on the conclusions of previous hydrogeological studies.

RECHARGEE

m3/day
FUMPING EVAPORAT. TINPLOWRET. RR.

m3/clay
CUTFICW

m3/day m3/day m3/day m3/cday

1 -71501. 60319. -54900. 43200.

As shown in table above, the total recharge from infiltrated rain, as shown by the model, in
the dry season was about 71,501 m°/day, which makes an equivalent of 2.1 MCM/month
(million cubic meters). The evaporation loss is equal to 60,319 m°/day, or 1,8 MCM per
month. The outflow into India across 40 km section is about 43,200m°/day, or 1.3
MCM/month. The inflow from the hilly side (either as underflow below dry river beds, or
springs discharge, or surface runoff) amounts to about 54,900 m°lday, or 1.6 MCM/month.

Thus, what remains as a surplus of recharge flows into the Sapta Koshi River. This is a very
small volume of only about 22,882 m°/day, or 686,000 m°/month.

One must admit that the
model did not take into acsUHSAR

TER BALANCESTEADY-STATE uASS
APRIL-MAÝ 1989 count any pumping from

shallow tube wells. If about
100 STWs were pumping in

March-April on average 100

1/sec, 4 hours each day, the
total daily abstraction çould
be as high as14,400 m/day,
or 432,000 m°/month, which
is evidently a very minoor
amount. In this simulation,
the abstraction through shal
low wells is lumped into the
evaporation
hypothetical balance in the
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dry season of 1989, could be as schematically shown in Fig. 9 (page before).

It appears that the recharge from direct infiltration of rainfall balances with evaporation
loss plus eventual pumping from shallow irrigation and water-supply wels, and that the in-
flow from hill sides balances with outflow into India.

4. UNSTEADY-STATE CALIBRATION MAY 19898 - SEPTEMBER 1989 and
MODEL VERIFICATION THROUGH MAY 1990

4.1. Basis for Calibration

Twenty plus observation wells were vnder once-a-month nonitoring in the period from
May 1988 through September 1989 and on (Appendix 4). On the basis of obseryations, a
contour map of water levels in September 1989 (in absolute elevations) was drawn. This
map and hydrographs of selected wells are appended to Technical Report No. 10, and are
not repeated here. The rainfall record is available for the year 1989 in Biratnagar, and so is
the information on daily potential ("pan") evaporation. On the basis of this, the daily rainfall
and daily potential evaporation were input into the model.

4.2. Calibration and Verification Process

The five-month period (May through September) was divided into 8 equal time intervals,
each of 15 days. At the beginning of each time interval, a new value of rainfall and potential
evaporationwas read into the model (in m/day). Likewise, the Sapta Koshi River cells were
assigned different values in each time interval. One of simulated hydrographs of the Sapta
Koshi model cell is shown in Fig. 8 (Section 2.8 above), for the period of river stage rise.
This is one of weak points in this modeling study. Realistic data on the river are not avail-
able. For an eventual future modeling work, resulting in more than preliminary assessment,
it is important to collect more information on the Sapta Koshi River. Yet, the error intro-
duced in the area near the river is not propagated too much into the interior.

In the process of calibration some changes were made in the distribution of recharge and
in distribution of permeability. Topography (land surface elevation) was "manipulated with"
to inerease or reduce the evaporation mechanism. However, almost decisive role in match-
ing observed hydrographs by the model had the modification of storage coefficients. In most
of the model area, in the monsoon season water head is above the top of shallow aquifer.
The aquifer is under semiconfining conditions, and the rise of heads is controlled by the
storage coefficient. The final outcome of the values of the storage coefficient is presented in
Appendix 19. Some changes have been made also in the distribution of evaporation.
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4.3. Results of Unstendy-State Calibrationn

The model produced several outputs in this phase of simulation:

(a) Distribution of Storage Coefficients, under confined conditions, as shown in Appendix
19.

(b) Map of Water Levels in September 1989 (Appendix 20), which

matches a similar map constructed from field observations. (c) The rise of levels from May
to September 1989, shown in Appendix 21, which should be compared with a similar map in
Technical Report No. 10.

(d) Depth to water in September 1989, shown in Appendix 22, which should be compared
with a similar map constructed from field observations.

(e) Hydrographs at selected points, shown in Appendices 23, and compared to the
hydrographs constructed from field observations.

Evaporation losses in September 1989 (when water table is nearest the land surface), as
shown in Appendix 24.

(Water Balance, whichis reproduced here below, and in Fig. 10.

STEP RDCHARE
m3/day

FUMPING EVAPORAT.

m3/day m3/day
RET. RR.|
m3/day m3/day

INFTOW UTTICW
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-297920. 77508. -31900. 56100.
56100
56100.
56100.

100.

O. .
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In the above table, the recharge is shown under two headings: Recharge and Inflow. Inflow
is the entrance of either surface, spring, or river water directly recharging the shallow

aquifer in near-the-hills area (Bhabar zone), or contributing the recharge in a form ofsub
surface flow through the beds of river which enter the Terai plain from Siwalik hills. The
"Infow" is taken as a constant, i.e. not being so much influenced by seasonal rain. (This may
not be true. but the results are on the conservative side.) Recharge is direct infiltration of

rain water all over the model area. As shown in the last line of the data file "Recharge", Ap-
pendix 12, in the months of maximum rainfall the daily average is reduced to account for
rejected" recharge. This is a subjectve criterion, which was modified in unsteady- state
calibration runs. Îts interpretation is as follows. In the middle of rainy season, when thesoil
is fully saturated, a sudden one-day high-rain event (more than a hundred mm of rainfall)
results in a portion of rain being rejected by the soil cover and not contributing to ground
water recharge. In such a case, the infiltration capacity of the soil is less than possible in-

filtration rate of rain water. This is to say that more water shall infiltrate and recharge the
shallow aquifer if rain falls ten days in row 10 mm each day, than if it rains 100 mm in one
day.

Inflow, as shown above, was simulated in 19 cells along the northern edge of the model in

the form of artificial recharge (through wells). Individual rates amounted to 1000 to-6000
m/day per one cell of 1000 m length. This is equivalent to about 12 1/sec to 69 1/sec per one
cell.

Outflow, which is shown in the table above, is simulated as artificial discharge through
wells in 33 cells in boundary cells along the district boundary with India. This is a compensa-
tion for cutting off the aquifer which normally extends into India. Contrary to expectations,
this component of the water balance is not a minor one, especially not in dry period. In-
dividual rates amounted to 300 to 3000 m'/day per one cell, or an equivalent of 3.5 to 35

1/sec per cell. Actually, both inflow and outflow had not been changed from steady-state
phase. (This is obviously an inconsistency, since more water must enter the shallow ground
water system and leave from it in the months of high water table and plenty of rainfall.)

The balance shown above may be interpreted in the following way. The total input of water
into the shallow ground water system in four monsoon months between June and September
of 1989 is equal to about 107 MCM (million cubic meters). Out of this volume, about 103.2
MCM comes from direct infiltration of rain and ground water accretion on account of in-
filtrated rain reaching the water table, and 3.8 MCM come as inílow into the shallow ground
water system from the hill sides. Clearly, the infiluation of rainfall is much superior to the
inflow from hills. (This latter may be underestimated, or it is coupled with direct recharge
from infiltrated rainfall.)

The total discharge of water from the aquifer in four-month period amounts to about 38.1

MCM, out of which to evaporation loss (coupled with some minor pumping from shallow
wells) goes 31.4 MCM and to outflow across model boundaries to India another 6.7 MCM.
Again, the evaporation loss outweighs the outflow into India by the factor of almost S. What
remains, i.e. 69 MCM, may either fill up the storage (levels in September 1989 are much
higher than in May 1989), or outflow into the Sapta Koshi River.

******a*me**********s***
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The 15-day water balance is shown in Fig. 10 (two pages earlier). As shown in Appendix
24. the evaporation loss is mostly in central part of the model, plus there is an area in north-
west in which water table comes in September also very close to the ground surface. (The
"evaporation loss map" should be compared with Appendix 22, Depth to water in Septem-
ber.) However, although the water table is very close to the surface, the loss is still small be-
cause the water table is within a semiconfined layer.

4.4. Comparison between Observed and Simulated Hydrographs

This comparison is actually the measure of "fit" and quality of the model. Fourteen
hydrographs are presented in Appendices 23. The model did not make any attempt to
"match" some portions of hydrographs which are unrealistic, or for which there is no ex-
planation in nature (e.g. low levels in June in Amahibela; decline of levels from July in
Bhokraha; etc.) Also, it was impossible to find the process which could meaningfully
reproduce the sharp rise of level of 3 meters in Tanmuna well from July to August.
Likewise, the model need not "duplicate" the absolute levels everywhere. It is enough if the
shape of hydrographs is the same, meaning the same amplitude of rise and declife. In our
opinion excellent fit is obtained in wells: Prakashpur, Khanar, Shimariya, Ramnagar, Devan-
ganj, Jhumka, Kalabanjar, Singiyahi, Harinagar. Acceptable fit is in wells: Chandbela,
Amahibela. Less acceptable fit is in wells: Kushaha, Bhokraha, Tanmuna. As a conclusion,
the fit could have been better with more computer runs and manipulations with parameters
(storage coefficients, recharge rates, geometry of shallow aquifer), but the water balance
would not be appreciably affected.

4.5. Verification of Shallow Aquifer Behavior over One-Year Period

Since at the time of mode
ing work (November-Decem-
ber 1989) one-year period had
not been closed by monitoring
levels in newly drilled wells,
the unsteady-state calibration
could have covered only the
monsoon rise of levels in
1989. The "dry" portion of
hydrographs was missing and
conclusions on recharge and
discharge after monsoon ter-
minates could not be tested.
Thus, one hypothetic phase
was incorporated between un-
steady-state calibration and
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future forecast phase. This is called the verification of system components and previous con-

clusions in an hypothetically extended period of one year. The objective is to prove that

water levels in May of 1990 should come close to levels in May 1989, under a defined and

confirmed set of recharge rates and percentages, evaporation parameters, and aquifer

properties.

Fig12
SUNSAR1 MODEL ONE-YEAR WATER BALANCE
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The result of this phase is shown in one-year water balance in Figures 11, 12, 13. and in
hydrographs (Appendices 25). From this water balance one may conclude that a future
ground water development from shallow aquifers may come mostly on expense of reduced
evaporation, outflow into the Sapta Koshi River, and outflow into India. The evaporation
loss, which amounts to about 83.6 MCM (million cubic meters) per year, can be reduced by
lowering water levels to a depth that will prevent the losses. As indicated in Appendix 24,

the area with water table close to land surface is in the central part and north-west. The out-
flow into the Sapta Koshi, which could be about 28 MCM per year, can be reduced or
eliminated by pumping from shallow wells located along a stretch parallel to the river
course. It is a favorable coincidence that along the left bank of the Sapta Koshi River the
shallow aquifer in Sunsari district is most promising, having clean sand and gravel content
and very high transmissivity of more than 1500 m /day. The outflow to India, of some 20.2
MCM per year, can be reduced or stopped altogether by pumping on a larger scale near the
border. This applies to both parts of the state boundary, west of Lauki and in south corner
between Ramnagar and Amahibela. The water balance shown in Fig. 13, coupled with
aquifer parameters (Appendices 11, 13, 19), and recharge and evaporation categories (Ap-
pendices 12, 14), produced hydrographs as shown in Appendices 25. Clearly, the balance is
such that water table comes back after one year to where it was a year before (May 1990.
versus May 1989).
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It is believed that the model can be used to predict the impact on shallow ground water
system of a medium-scale ground water development over an extended period of time.

Fig13
sSUNSAR1 MODEL ONE-YEAR WATER BALANCE
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sR5. HYPOTHETICAL FUTURE SHALLOW GROUND WATER
DEVELOPMENT

5.1. Introduction

The final modelling attempt was made to find out a future potential development potential
by locating shallow wells in areas in which water table comes closest to the surface, provided
the aquifer has acceptable thickness and lithology (transmissivity).

Once the model is sufficiently successful in calibrating the past record of evolution of
water levels, it could be used for future predictive purposes. The Sunsari model was shown

to correctly duplicate the behavior of shallow water table in the period from May through
September 1989. Likewise, it was also successful in quantifying the decline of levels in the
post-monsoon period (September-May). None of input parameters was questionable. The
map of transmissivities produced by the model at the end of the calibration process is very

similar to the conclusions of the Report No.10 which preceded the modeling study. The
recharge, evaporation loss, inflow and outflow volumes are all aceptable quantities.

Once the calibration process was successfully terminated the model was used to predict the
future, hypothetic, behavior of the shallow ground system, which was subjected to a stress.
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The term "stress" in this context means the drilling of numerous shallow wells, and their
pumping in the dry portion of the year.

After several check runs, it was decided to fuly test two development schemes, which are
explained one by one.

5.2. Development Scheme A

Location and Area of Derelopment.

Development scheme A is believed to be one of schemes easily supported by the shallow
ground water system of Sunsari. Following the conclusions of the Basic Documentation
Report (Technical Report No. 10) and the calibration of this model, it was decided to locate
future wells in an area of some 147 km in the central part of the district (Appendix 26 and
Fig. 14). The total pumping rate in this scheme is 61.7 million cubic meters (MCM) inn

pumping season which starts in November and terminates in April. The criterion for locat-
ing pumping wells (cells) was the following: (a) acceptable transmissivity, (b) water table
close to the surface, (c) site far from the Sapta Koshi River. It was learnt, from thë modell-
ing study before coming to this stage, that the shallow ground water development should
come on expense of losses to evaporation (83.6 MCM/year), outflow of about 20.2

MCMlyear to India, and outflow into the Sapta Koshi River of about 28 MCM. Some in-
duced recharge from the Sapta Koshi River may augment the total "safe yield" of the Sunsari
shallow ground water system. The total pumping of 61.7 MCM is just below one half of the
maximum possible "safe yield" of the district, without induced recharge from the river.

Fig.14
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Numberof Pumpine Cellsand Wels

The number of pumping cells is 147. Since one cell is 1000 m by 1000 m large, the number
of wells that may actually be located in one cell could be on average 11, if the wells are lo-
cated at 300 m distance one from the other. Thus the total number of wells could be about
1600. For the purpose of the forecast, it was assumed that each cell is producing 420,000
m/season each year. Actually, the daily pumping rate of all cells is 1500m in November,
2000 in December, 2250 in January, 3000 in February and March, and 2250 in April. This is

equivalent to an average of about 32.4 1/sec from each square kilometer throughout the
pumping season. With an average agricultural demand of 8,000 m/ha/season, with 420,000
m one may irrigate about 52 ha, or one half of the total area in each square kilometer. If
wells are, spaced at 300 m (11 wells in one sq.km), each well should be pumping about
38,000 m in a season of five months, which means that one well may irrigate between 3 and
4 hectares. Individual wells' discharge rates, according to the previous calculation, are about
3 1/sec on average constantyly throughout the pumping season. This is translated into an
average 18 1/sec if one well pumps 4 hours daily, or 12 1/sec if it pumps 6 hours daily. These
are acceptable rates.

inderlving Assumptions

(a) It was assumed that recharge in the future shall be distributed in the same way as it was
in the past, as shown in Appendix12

(b) Inflow from hilly sides is kept constant throughout the period of simulation (31,900

m3/day or 11.5 MCM in a year), which is less than in the period of calibration and verifica-
tion. The reason for reduced amount of inflow is twofold: i) the year 1989 was extremely
rainy, Gi) this first test was intentionally made on safe side.

(c) Sapta Koshi River was modeled exactly the same as in the year 1989-90 (as shown in

Appendix29/5).

(d) The outflow into India is made constant at 56,100 m/day, or a total annual 20.2 MCM.
In reality, the outlow across the state border must be constantly decreasing, following the
lowering of levels in that area.

(e) Twenty percents of applied water returns to shallow aquifer in the form of return ir-

rigation. This is effectively artificial recharge.

() All input parameters are taken from the calibration phase (permeability. storage coeffi-
cient, effective porosity, distribution of evaporation, aquifer geometry). The starting levels
are the May 1989 leveis which were also used in unsteady- state calibration (Appendix10).

The period of simulation is four years, split into 48 equal time periods of 30 days each. Thus

one "modeling year" has 360 days.

The following objectives are specified:

****aoa*auuaunmmoumonamu
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(1) To contürm that water levels will stabilize within the period of simulation (4 years) at an
acceptable depth (within an easy reach of pumping)

(2) To denmonstrate that at least 60% of shallow aquifer shall remain fully saturated, i.e.
that the decline of levels shall not appreciably dewater the shallow aquifer.

3) To produce water balance which will indicate the source of water for development and
trends in the four-year period.

Results

The results are shown in Appendices 27 (water levels after 4 pumping seasons (May); 28
(decline of levels after fourth year); 29 (hydrographs at selected cells, including the Sapta
Koshi cel); 30 (depth to water table after four years of pumping); 31 (saturated thickness of
shallow aquifer after four years of pumping). Each of these appendices explains the be
havior of shallow aquifer under hypothetic stress, and consequences of pumping

Water balance, with all components for each simulated month, is presented herebelow in
cubic meters per day, and in Figures 15,16,17,18,19.

FPING EVAPORAT.| RET. RR.|
m3/clay m3/day

STEP FECHARGE INFLOW CUIFLON
m3/day mB/cay m3/day m3/cday

-382920. 0. 83508. 0. 31900. 56100.
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113138.|
476830.

0.|.0. -31900. 100.
56100.
56100.

0. -31900.
-31900.373010. 0.|0.

-31900.
-31900.
-31900.
-31900.
-31900.

56100.
100.

0. 390797.
220500.
294000.

186777. 44100.
119497. -58800. 100

330750. 125787. -66150. 56100.
100.

56100.

8 0.
9 0.

0.
-63820.

-127640.

441000.
441000.
330750.

135229.
149909.
166833.

-88200.
-88200.
-66150.

-31900.
-31900.

10

56100.
56100.12 0. 166353. 0. 31900.

-382920. 162943. . -319900. 56100.O.|

0.14 -1148760. 163255.
246014.

. -31900. 56100.
-1148760. -31900. 56100.15 0.

-765840.
255280.
63820.
-63820.

323739. 900. 56100.
17 0. 274261. 0. 31900. 56100.

220500. 193472. 44100. -31900. 56100.18

-58800.
-66150.

294000. -31900.131979.
12934
144507.

56100
56100.20 31900.330750.

441000.
441000.
330750.

0.

21 0. -88200. -31900. 56100.
0.|

63820.
-88200. 56100.

56100.
148057. -31900.
163151. -66150. -31900.

-127640. 171892.| 0. -31900. | 56100.

25 -382920.
-1148760.|
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251599.
321357.
267100.

0. 56100.
26 -31900.

-31900.
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0. 56100.
0.28 56100.

56100.
-31900.| 56100
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Thus the water balance in each of four years of simulation may look as follows.

All values in MCM/lyear

Year Recharge infloW Retum | Pumping Evaporatian Outflow

121 20
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In each of four years, the input into the system (recharge from rainíall, return irrigation,
inflow from hills) amounts to about 144 MCM. The discharge is reduced from first year (156
MCM) to 145 MCM. Thus in the fourth year the system is balanced, although in some
localities further depletion of storage may occur. This is because one portion of recharge
still goes into the Sapta Koshi River. The positive (recharge) and negative (discharge) com-
ponents of the ground water system are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. Evidently,
among recharge, the direct infiltration of rain water by far dominates. Evaporation loss and
artiticial abstraction through shallow wells are at about the same level among discharge.

Fig.19
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The best demonstration of the evolution of water levels in the four-year pumping scheme
is given in Appendices 35. Water levels are almost in equilibrium in most of the area. The
amplitude of fluctuation is much higher than under normal non-pumping conditions, but the
system recovers after the pumping season ends. Yet, in a certain portion of the development
area, that is along the central-western edge of the abstraction area, toward the Sapta Koshi
and India-Nepal border (cells 10,21; 11,26; and 13,22), the levels are still declining at a rate
of 20 cm to 50 cm a year.

The map of water levels after the fourth year of extensive ground water development as
shown in Appendix 30, indicates that the ground water flows in some parts into the Sapta
Koshi River, but in some parts the river water recharges the aquifer. This is clear from the
curvature of water level contour lines. A portion of the flow net is reproduced in the sketch
on the next page.

After four years of pumping there still remains plenty of saturated aquifer thickness, as
shown in Appendix 37. Water level at the end of the fourth year of pumping is also not
prohibitively deep. In pumping area, it is maximum about 7 meters below the land surface.
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is deep. and out of evaporation reach. There is no rainfall to contribute significantly
recharge.

The second phase was that of unsteady-state calibration of the model in the period from
May through September 1989. This is the period of the rise of water levels in the monsoon
season. The rise is well documented in some 14 observation wells. The model produced
water balance for the monsoon season. The recharge to aquifer dominates and as a result
the levels are rising.This recharge is quantified by the model. The third phase of the
modelling was to confirm that the "model" levels shall make a full cycle in one year, arriving
at May levels at the end of the simulation. Only in that way, when the filling and depletion
of the storage are balanced, one may conclude about the recharge-discharge relationship.
This phase was called the "verification" of the model. The model indicated that, in one-year
cvcle. most of the water recharged from rainfall (120.6 MCM per year) and inflow from hill
side (11.5MCM) is lost through evaporation (83.6 MCM) and outflow into India (20.2
M M) the system in balance in the year of verification, there is an outflow into the Sapta
Koshi River of about 28.3 MCM. This balance is graphically shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1SUNSARI MODEL ONE-YERAR UATER BALANCE
Million Cubic Ne t1ers Per Year
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From water balance in one-year verification phase, one may conclude tlhat a future ground
water development from shallow aquifers may come mostly on expense of reduced evapora-
tion, outflow into the Sapta Koshi River, and outflow into India. The annual evaporation
loss, which amounts to about 83.6 MCM, can be reduced by lowering water levels to a depth
that will prevent the losses. As indicated in appendices, the area with water table close to
land surface is in the central part, north-west, and south-east. The outilow into the Sapta
Koshi can be reduced or eliminated by pumping from shallow wells located along a stretch
parallel to the river course. It is a favorable coincidence that along the left bank of the Sapta
Koshi River the shallow aquifer in Sunsari district is most promiing. having clean sand and
gravel content and very high transmissivity of more than 1500 m"/day. The outflow to India,
of some 20.2 MCM per year, can be reduced or stopped altogether by pumping on a larger
scale near the border.
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(This is within the reach of suction of centrifugal pumps that are currently in use in Terai.)
Only in isolated places the depth to water is close to 10 meters.

The scheme of development as tested herein was not quite successful in utilizing the
evaporation loss. The loss was diminished from 83.6 MCM/year in a non-pumping year, to
some 63 in the fourth year of pumping, but this was insufficient. Sill plenty of water is being
lost through the evaporation process. Instead, the "unbalanced" development (pumping) was
offset by the contribution from the Sapta Koshi River.

It may be concluded that the schemeof developmentas testedin this phase of the modell-
ing is quite acceptable, although most of parameterswereo conservative, that issafe, side.
It appears that such distribution of wells and their pumping rates arenot the absolute
development potential ofthe shallow groundwater ofSunsari district.

Additional water can come from the Sapta Koshi River, or from preventing the ground
water to flow into the river. Likewise, the scheme did not count with reduced outflow into
India, so that still about 20 MCM are flowing without being intercepted. This could be "sal-
vaged" by eliminating the boundary condition according to which this water still flows out of
the modeled area. Also, some additional pumping, but not a large-scale development, can
be spread all over the western part of the model, reducing the evaporation loss by lowering
water level. This last scenario shall be tested in the Development Scheme B, which is ex-
plained below.

5.3. Development Scheme B

The second development scheme tested, in addition to wells from scheme A. some
development to the west and to south-east of the district. Transmissivities in those areas are
also high, more than 2000 m/day.

Location andAreaof Development.

Pumping was added to cells west of Scheme A development, that is toward Sapta Koshi
River, and south-west and south-east of Scheme A. Some wells were eliminated fromformer Scheme A. Thus the area involved in simulating abstraction from shallow aquifer is
232 km, as shown in Appendix 32, and in Fig. 20 at a reduced scale. Intentionally, wellshave not been located closer to the river than 5 km, considering that (a) too optimistic con-clusions would have been drawn from "induced" recharge, and (6) surface water irrigation isprobably cheaper near the river banks. Yet, hydrogeologically, the area close to the river isconsidered as the best with respect
depth to water table.

lithology and permeability of shallow aquifer and
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Fig.20
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Number of PumpingCells and Wells

The number of pumping cells is 232. Using earlier caleulation of spacing between wells
and their individual discharges, this area couid be covered with about 2550wells, with wells
spacing about 300 m. Sameas in Scheme A, each cell is producing 420,000n per pumping
season of five months. With an average agricultural demand of 8,000 m'/ha/season, with
420,000 m one may irrigate about 52 ha, or one half of the total area in each square
kilometer. 1f we]ls are spaced at 300 m (11 wells in one sq.km), each well should be pumping
about 38,000 m^ in a season of five months, which means that one well may irrigate between
4 and 5 hectares.

Underlying Assumptions

Almost the same assumptions apply to this scheme of development as to the Scheme A.
The difference is the treatment of outflow into India. It is expected that levels shall be
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lowered near the Indian border, and that the flow gradient shall be either diminished or be-
come lat, thus stopping any outflow into India. In the model, it was assumed that in the first
year of pumping the outflow shall be 1reduced to one half of what was simulated in Scheme
A in second year to another one half; and in the third year it will be halved again; after
which the outflow shall cease altogether.

Results

In each of 232 cells the pumping rate amounts to 420,000 m/season. Thus, the total pump
ing is 97.4 MCM per season, nonuniformly spread from one month to another. The results
are shown in several Appendices:

Appendix 33..Final water levels after four years of pumping.
Appendix34 .. Drawdown after 4 years.
Appendix 35. Hydrographs in selected cells.
Appendix 36..Depth to water table after four years of pumping
Appendix 37 .. Saturated thickness at the end of fourth year.
Appendix 38 .. Evaporation loss in individual cells at the end of fourth year of pumping

The water level map (Appendix 33) is not materially different that the one at the end of
Scheme A development (Appendix 27). The levels within the area of development are
generally one to two meters lower in Scheme B. 'The same conclusion comes after one com-
pares maps of drawdowns after four years in Schemes A and B. The decline is also one to
wo meters higher in Scheme B than in Scheme A

However, hydrographs in the group ofappendixes 35 indicate that almost within the whoie
development area the levels are in equilibrium, or experience almost negligible drop. There
is a small area in southwest toward the river (cells 7,21 and 7,29) and east of Lauki (cell
16,28) in which levels are not stabilized after four years of pumping. Even in these cells the
drop is not greater than 25 cm per each additional year of pumping. Only at the very border
with India (cell 11,26), the decline is still half a meter a year. Probably, the large-scale shal-
low ground water development could be reduced somewhat near the state border (Lauki).

The depth to water as shown in Appendix 36 is at maximum between 8 and 10 m, in the
development area. This may preclude the use of centrifugal pumps and require the use of
electrical submersible or vertical turbine pumps. However, a solution may be found in dig-
ging 2 meters shaft and placing the suction portion of the pump in the shaft. Thus the water
lift might be kept within the suction limit of centrifugal pumps, that is about 7 meters.

The saturated thickness of shallow aquifer, as shown in Appendix 37, is still high. Actually,
most of decline of water head occurs within the semiconfined layer overlying shallow
aquifer. Thus the loss of saturated thickness is marginal.

****************u*.
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As will be shown in the balance that follows. there is still quite a high evaporation loss.
Only with further lowering of water table, this loss can be eliminated.

The water balance is reproduced only for the last, fourth, year of pumping

RECHARGE|FUMPIG EVAPORAT. RET. IRR. TNLOW
m3/day

STEP ULFLOW
m3/day m3/day m3/day m3/day /day

37 -382920. 161010. 31900.
-11487600.
-11487600.|

-765840.
255280.

-31900.
-31900.

38 161067.
239946.
315591.
285923.

0. .
40 0. -31900.
41 -31900.

31900.63820. 348000. 200043.
150870.

2 69600. 0.

43 -63820. 464000. -92800. -31900.. 522000. 153269. -104400. -31900.
15 . 696000. 155969. -139200. -31900. 0.

0. 696000.
522000.

16 173831. -139200.
-104400.

-31900.
-31900.
31900.

-63820. 180140.
48 -127640. D. 187941. 0.

The balance components are summarized in figures 21 (positive) and 22 (negative). The
recharge is the same as in Scheme A, 121 MCM per year. Pumping is increased from 62
MCM to 97.4 MCM. Evaporation loss is about the same, 69.2 MCM. Inflow across the
northern model boundary, that is from hill side, is the same, 11.5 MCM, while the outflow to
India is nil in the fourth year.

Fig.21
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Fig.22
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Thus the balance equation may look as follows:

Recharge + Inflow +Ret.I. = Evaporaticn + Pmping +/- storage Change
69.2121+ 11.5 16.7 + 97.4 17.4 MCWyT=

The cumulative balance may look as shown in Fig. 23.

Scheme B Cumulative Balance Fig.23Lng)
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25 2
100
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The deficit of about 17.4 MCM per year may come from two sources: (a) contribution
from the Sapta Koshi river flow, (b) fron storage, which is still being used. The ultimate
balance, with extended time of abstraction, can come either from the river or from inflow
from the hill side. The volume of 17.4 MCM/year is about 550 1/sec, which is negligent con-
sidering the average river flowrate.

Several more figures illustrate the evolution of cone of depression after the fourth year of
pumping. and position of water table within shallow aquifer geometry. Figures 24 and 25
demonstrate the depression, and figures 26 and 27 geometry. In the latter two, one may see
that water level (head) is still in some parts above the top of shallow aquifer, while in some
parts it has barely entered the aquifer. Thus the original saturated thickness is still mostly
preserved.

BCHEME DRAKDOWN CDLUMN 10 Fig.24

5.0 Drawdown Curve after 4 yrs.

dd.d

90.0

70.0

63.0

Fig.25

BCHEME 8: DRAMOOWN CAIRYE FTER 4 YR8n RON 26

17.a

74.a ***
*

1.0
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Fig.26
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Euture Work on Modeling.The testing of additional schemes of development can be done
n cooperation with other concerned agencies, such as the Agricultural Development Bank
of Nepal.
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7. CONCILUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The nmodel of the shallow ground water system of the Sunsari district was primarly
made to arrive at a global water balance of the whole district, and to indicate a maximum
development potential for future ground water exploitation. In the process, all components
of the system have been verified. The modelling study is a companion work to the UNDP-
GWRDB project field activities. It could be considered as the state-of-the-art in quantita-
tive evaluation of the natural system and its future development potential.

(2) The whole simulation was divided into four phases. The phase I was to match an initial
map of water levels which was constructed on the basis of field monitoring in May 1989
This is called the "steady-state calibration", and is equivalent to confirming the minimum
water levels (maximum depths to water table) at the end of a long dry season. Theprimary
result of the steady-state calibration was the distribution of permeability coefficients
(hydraulic conductivity), setting up the geometry of the shallow aquifer, and arriving at cor-
rect recharge and evaporation values. The conclusion of the steady-state calibration was that
the recharge in the dry portion of a year was equivalent to about 2.1 MCM/month (million
cubic meters), plus about 1.6 MCM as inflow from hill sides. The recharge that comes from
the hills on the north, is in a form of subsurface flow through dry river beds that cut the
Siwalik hills. Out of this cumulative recharge of some 3.7 MCM, evaporation may consume
about 1.8 MCM, and 1.3 MCM may outflow into India. What remains, that is about 0.6
MCM, may flow into the Sapta Koshi River. The exchange oí water at the end of the dry
period is minor. Water table is deep, and out of evaporation reach. There is no rainfall to
contribute significantly to recharge.

(3) The second phase was that of unsteady-state calibration of the model in the period
from May through September 1989. This is the period of the rise of water levels in the mon-
soon season. The rise is well documented in some 14 observation wells. The water balance
produced by the model in this phase of calibration may look as follows.

The total input of water into the shallow ground water system in four monsoon months be-
tween June and September of 1989 is equal to about 107 MCM (million cubic meters). Out
of this volume, about 103.2 MCM come from direct infiltration of rain, and 3.8 MCM come
as inflow into the shallow ground water system from the hill sides. Clearly, the infiltration of
rainfall is much superior to the inflow from hills. (This latter may be underestinmated, or it is
coupled with direct recharge from infiltrated rainfall.)

The total discharge of water from the aquifer in four-month period amounts to about 38.1
MCM, out of which to evaporation loss (coupled with some minor pumping from shallow
wells) goes 31.4 MCM and to outflow across model boundaries to India another 6.7 MCM.
Again, the evaporation loss outweighs the outflow into India by the factor of almost 5. What
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remains, i.e. 69 MCM, may either fill up the storage (levels in September 1989 are much
higher than in May 1989), or outflow into the Sapta Koshi River.

(4) The third phase of the modelling was to confirm that the "model" levels shall make a
full cycle in one year, arriving at May levels at the end of the simulation. Only in that way,
when the filling up and depletion of the storage are balanced, one may conclude about the
recharge-discharge relationship. This phase was called the "verification'" of the model. The
model indicated that, in one-year cycle, most of the water recharged from rainfall (120.6
MCM per year) and inflow from hill side (11.5 MCM) is lost through evaporation (83.6
MCM) and outflow into India (20.2 MCM). If the system was in balance in the year o
verification, there is an outflow into the Sapta Koshi River of about 28.3 MCM.

(5) The modeling study results have corrected the preliminary balance suggested in Tech
nical Report No. 10. There, the cumulative recharge from rainfall and inflow in
from hill sides was estimated at about 200 MCM, while the model confirmed only 132
MCM. Outflow into India was suggested at about 29 MCM, while the model "worked" with
20 MCM. From water balance in one-year verification phase, one may conclude that a fu
ture ground water development from shallow aquifers may come mostly on expense of
reduced evaporation, outflow into the Sapta Koshi River, and outflow into India. The an-
nual evaporation loss, which amounts to about 83.6 MCM, can be reduced by lowering water
levels to a depth that will prevent the losses. As indicated in appendices, the area with water
table close to land surface is in the central part, north-west, and south-east. The outflow into
the Sapta Koshi can be reduced or eliminated by pumping from shallow welis located along
a stretch parallel to the river course. It is a favorable coincidence that along the left bank of
the Sapta Koshi River the shallow aquifer in Sunsari district is most promising, having clean
sand and gravel content and very high transmissivity of more than 1500 m°/day. The outflow
to India, of some 20.2 MCM per year, can be reduced or stopped altogether by pumping on
a larger scale near the border.

the model

2(6) With the total active model area of about 892 km*, and an average annual rainfall of
1700 mm, the total volume of rain in an average year is about 1465 MCM. Out of this about
132 MCM recharges the shallow aquifer, which is only 9% on average. In areas where the
near-the-surface layer is more permeable, this percentage may be higher, but there are
many places in which direct infiltration of rainfall is low because of extensive impermeable
surface cover. The overall percentage of 9 is important conclusion of this study, which in-
validates earlier reported values in former studies of over 20 and even 30%.

(7) All the previous phases were a kind of establishing the model as a credible tool for
forecasting an extensive future development of shallow ground water. The philosophy be-
hind the last phase is the following. If the model is successful in reproducing the past, it
could be used in predicting the future. The Sunsari model was shown to correctly duplicate
the behavior of shallow water table in the period from May through September 1989.

8) After several check runs, it was decided to fully test two development scheme. The

scheme A included 147 cells, each covering 1 km*. In each cell, a same amount of 420,000

mwas pumped in the 5-month period. Thus the total development amounted to about 62
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MCM/season. Out of this 20% were returned back to the system in the form of return irriga-
tion. The total pumping of 61.7 MCM is just below one half of the maximum possible "safe

vield of the district, without induced recharge from the river.

The total volume of pumped water is sufficient to irrigate about 7,750 ha provided that an
average agricultural demand is about 8,000 m°/ha. With 420,000 m per one square
kilometer, one may irrigate about 52 ha, or one half of the total area in each square
kilometer. Ifwells are spaced at 300 m (11 wells in one sq.km), each well should be pumping
about 38,000 m in a season of five months, which means that one well may irrigate between
3 and 4 hectares.

The criteria for locating the wells were the following: (a) acceptable transmissivity, (6)
water table close to the surface, () location not very close to the river. With the total area
involved in testing equal to 147 km, assuming the spacing between wells of 300 m, the total
number of wells could be as high as 1600.

The development scheme was tested over a period of four years, on a cyclic basis: pumping
in S dry months (more in February and March than in other months), idling in the remaining
seven months.

(9) Since the results were encouraging, more wells were located in the development
labeled Scheme B. The total eells are 232, the area covered by development 232 knm, and
the total abstraction about 97.4 MCM. With the spacing of 300 m among wells, the total
number of wells may be about 2500. The volume of water may be sufficient to irrigate about
12,000 ha, provided that an average agricultural demand is about 8,000 m/ha/season.

The water balance in the Scheme B shows the major main points. The recharge is the same
as in Scheme A, 121 MCM per year. Pumping is increased from 62 MCM to 97.4 MCM.

Evaporation loss is about the same, 69.2 MCM. Inflow across the northern model boundary,

that is from hill side, is the same, 11.5 MCM, while the outflow to India is nil in the fourth

year.

Thus the balance equation may look as follows:

The deficit of about 17.4 MCM per year may come from two sources: (a) contribution

Irom the Sapta Koshi river flow, (b) from storage, which is still being used. The ultimate

balance, with extended time of abstraction, can come either from the river or from inflow

Irom the hill side. The volume of 17.4 MCM/year is about 550 1/sec, which is negligent con-

sidering the average river flowrate.

****************
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(10) The nmodel of Sunsari district is an example of modelling of shallow ground water sys

tem in the Terai. It offers a sound base for ADBN development plans. The conclusions for-
mulated herein are believed to be on the safe side. Although previous reports have
speculated about the maximum permissible number of shallow wells in various districts of
the Terai. this modelling study formulated not only the number of wells, but suggested the
area which may be favorable for the overall development of the shallow ground water
resource. In the simulation process, the model evaluated quantitatively all components of
the shallow ground water system: recharge from infiltrated rain, evaporation loss from very
shallow water table, filling up and depleting the storage, connection with the Sapta Koshi
River. This last may be the weak point of the study. It is recommended to establish either
one additional river stage (and flow) gauging stations on the Sapta Koshi (one near the bor-
der with India), or to drill two shallow observation wells at the river bank to monitor the
river stage.

(11) As a final conclusion, Sunsari district offers quite a high development potential for
shallow-ground-water-sustained irrigation. Abstraction from phreatic aquifer has a side
beneficial effect of providing for drainage, and reducing the risk of water logging and
salinization of soils.
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SUNSARI PROJECT WELLS AND PUMPINC TESTS
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APPENDIX 3
SUNSARI: MATHEMATICAL MODEL NETWORK
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

LAND SURFACE ELEVATIONS (in meters)
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT
WATER LEVELS IN MAY 1 989 (ABsOLUTE ELEVATIONS)
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665554444445555455555444

66655554444455555555555444

665555444555555555555544

6666555644445555444433334444

11

12

13

14

1S

0.1 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.16 0.15 0.175 0.20 0.25 1E21

16
944

17
9444

18
9444444444

0 or 8lank: Eff. por. 0.1

0.05
9444444444444

94444444444444444444

944444444444444444444

944444444444444444444

9444444444441444444444

94444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444

20

2
66665566666555555544332222344

2: .03
22 0.1

0.16
3:

55555566666455555554333332355

24 5555556666556666676444443366

S55556666555667777777755555

26 5555555554455557171755555

27 55555555544444455177775555577

28 55554444 4444455677771171177

29 555554444 4445555677777777777

25 4

25
10

944444444444444444444
944444444444444444444444

9444444443J3334444444
944444444443333344444444444

94444444433333444444444

9444444444444444444444444444

14
30 555554444 5555556666665555666

55554444 S555556666665555666

SSS5556666655555555

55555555555555
555555555555555
5555666555555555

55556555555555

555555555
9444444444444444444444444

555555555 94444444444444444444444444
455555555
35 555555
J5 55555

94444444444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444444444444

3755555 5555566655555555
2 944444444444444444444444

555444444444444

S544444444

44444444

SSS
23 9444444444444444444444444444

24 944444444444444444444444444449 55

25 9444444444444444444444444444
41 55 444444

26 94444444444444444444444444444

21 94444444444444444444444444

28 944444444 4444444444444444444

29 944444444 4444444444444444
444444444444444444

12345678901234567890123456789012345

PERMEABILITY CoDES (STEADY-STATE CALIBRATION)

30 944444444

44444444444444444431 944444444

32 94444444 444444444444444444

44444444444444444PENDIX 11
33 944444444

34 94444444 444444444444444

4444444444444444
3302222233333J3333

222222122333333333

22222223333333

35 9444444

944444S6

94444

8 944

33322233333

333333333

39

40

333331
12345678901234567890123456789012345

EFFECTIVE POROSITY DATA FILE

4
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8 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40

55
CODES:

0 RECHARGE 0.00

0.08S55544333

S5555443333
5544422233333333333

S554111223333I2223

$55541011223333320122

5555211222233322222

5555221112223333322222

333333333330003222

33333333333300112222

33333333220001112222
33333333332110011111222

33333333332100011111111

333333333322111111110111

33333333312211lliiiiill
J33333333332211111011222

333333333333222211111222222

333333333322222222233333

333333332222222233443333

333333333222222222344433333

333333333332222223444333

333333333332222223444333

J333333333333222222244443333

33355555332222222222222

444555553222222222222211

44455555532222222223322211

0.12

0.16

0.20

0.24

0.28

0.32

0.36

0.40

2.8 0.6 0.10

11

Critical depth, shape factor, in seaiperaeable

EYAPORATION DATA FILE

111

I111111
1110000000000

0 ZERO EYAPORAT1OH

1:PERMEABLE SURFACE

(Evaporation loss

possible when vater

table cones closer

than 3.0 a froa the

surface)

11000000000000
11ll00011000000000

11111100111100000000

8 1llliii0o1111100000

111lliiliiili00000
10 1111lllilll1000000

445555 3322222222223332211

44445555 2222222222233333211

444444 2222222222222211

444444 2222222222222222111

11llililiili0000000
111liliiii100000000
111111iill10000011111111

1111lliliil100001111111111

12

3

4444444 2222222N222211111 11111111iii11l1liiioo1l
11liiiiiillliiiooo00o111
11111111iiillli0011111
111111111il1l1iiii011llil

11111111llillllllillillil

15
222222222221111i11

222222222211l1ii

44444444 16

33333333

3333333 22222222211llllill 18

2222222221111illl1

222222221111l1il1

2222221111lll

33333

3333 20 111iiiiiiiil11111llilii1111

11liliiilllililiiiii1
11111lilllliillliliii11
111iliiiiilill1llliiliilll

21

22222221111 22
22221111

22211

23

11llilliliilliiliiiiliillli
111111iil0111iiiiliiili1ll1

11lliiiio0o1llliiliilillll

4
5 0.011 0.020 0.015 0.015 0.001 25

JUNE JULY AUG SEP 0CT

IKFALL FRON AIRPORT BIRATNAGAR)

lues are in a/day)

26

2 11111iiiii1llli1iililllili
28 11llill 1111l1liiiiiillll
29 11111111 11lilliiiilll1111
30 1111llll 11111iiilllllliil
31 11llll 1lilllliliillilii

lliiiilliil
11l11ilillill
I1llilllll

APPENDIX 13
32 11111ll

1111

11111ll34

35

1111

11lliillillliill
11111llliiiillJ6

3 1111 1l11llllilillllll

39

41

0.006 0.0046 0.0036 0.0043 0.0034 0.0029 0.0025 0.001

JUL AUG SEP 0CT ROY DEC
HAY JUN

(Yalues are in a/day)
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

DEPTH TO TOP OF SHALLOW AQUIFER (M)

000

J000

000

000

i000

000

5000

1N D IA
5000
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

DEPTH TO BOTTOM OF SHALLOW AQUIFER (M)

Q00

000

000

000

000

000

IN D IA
OO0
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

DEPTH TO WATER IN MAY 1989

00

00

I ND I A
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

SATURATED THICKNESS OF SHALLOW AQUIFER IN MAY 1989

IC00

000

000

000

000

000

0

IN D I A

s000
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001 0.01 0.02 0.03

944

0.04 0.05 0.10 0.12 1E21

9444
STORAGE COEFFICIENT FILE

94444333333

94444333333333
9444433333333444444444

944443333333444444444

94444443333334444444444

94444433333334444444444

94444433333344444444444

9444444444444444444444

944444433333344444444444

9444443333334444444444444

94444444333111123333333444

944444433331221133333344444

944444444431111233333344444

9444444444333333333334444333

944444444333333333322222333

9444444433333333332222222333

94444444333333333332222233333

94444443333333333444444444444

944444444444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444444444444

9444444444444444444444444444

0 or Blank: STOR COEFF 0.001
0.001

0.01
3: 0.02

1E21 .. Constant Head

94444444444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444444444444

94444444444444444444444444444

944444444444444444444444444444

944444444 4444455555444444444

944444444 4444555555444444444

944444444 4445555554444444444

944444444 4445555554444444444

944444444 5555555544444444444

944444444 4444444444444444444

944444444

94444444

944444

444444444333334444

4444444443333334444

444444333444444444

94444

944

444444444444444444

444444444444444

4444444444494
444444444

44444
94

94

I 0.001 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.12 1E21
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

WATER LEVEL IN SEPTEMBER 1989 (M

IN D IA
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

RISE OF LEVEL FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER 1989 (- SIGN = RISE)

IND IA
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MODEL OF SUNSARI DISTRICT

DEPTH TO WATER IN SEPTEMBER 1989 (MODEL OUTPUT)

S

IN D I A

APPENDIX 22
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MATCH BETWEEN NATURE AND MODEL

PRAKRSHPLR (10,16)
87

8S

8|

84

#10
NATURE83

SEP
FUG

MAY JUN JUL FUG
MAY JUN JUL

KHFNR (28, 15)

96.0

95.5

95.0

94.5

94.0

93.5 #11
NATURE93.0

AUG
FUG

MAY JUN JUL
MAY JUN JUL

CHFNIDBELA (25,18)

92

91

SO

89

88
87 #11
B6 NATURE

MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
MAY JUN JUL AUG

APPENDIX 23/1



KUSHFHA c30,27)

76

74

73

#11
72 NATURE

MAY JUN JUL
JUN

AUG SEP
MAY JUL AUG

SIMARIYA c27,20
89

87

86

85
#11

84 ATLRE
AY JUN

MAY
JUL AUG SEP

AUGJUN JUL

AFHIBELA (28,35)

70

69

68

67

411
|NATURRE66

MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
MAY JUN JUL ALG

APPENDIX 23/2



RANACAR (19,30

74

73

#11
NATURE

JUN JL JUL
JUL

AUG SaP
AUG

MAY
JUN

EHCKRFA (10,21
82

#11
ATRE79

JUL SEP
FUG

AY FUG
JUL

JUN
JUN

DEVANCANJ (24,37

68

67

11
NATLRE

JUL
JUL AC APPENDIX 23/3

MAY JUN SEP
MAY JUN



JHMKA (18,14)

96

95

94

93

s2 #11
TLE91

AYJN JUL AUG SEP
MAY JUN JUL AUG

KALFEANJAR (14,6)
107

105

a

105

104
11
ATLREi

MAY JUN JUL SEP
MAY JUN JUL AG

SINGIYHI (13,11D
S6

95

11
93

MAY

Y
NHTURE

JUN JUL AUG SEP
JUN JUL AUG
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HRINACPR (21,3$)

68

411
B TLREesL

**

JUL
JUL FLG

MAY JUN
MAY

FUG SEP
JUN

TANMAA (28,26)

E

a#1
NATLRE

JUL FUG SEP
MAY JLN

MAY JLN JUL AUG

APPENDIX 23/5



S.

ssssssss sss#ssss ssissssss°*

iss*gä*ss******ii# STSSSEEES**

4

sssssssssssssizE3£S*9

SssSiiiiisssissssss:
esssss ssss sss ssss.

. E ssssssssss ssss ssssss

ssss °##4

VAPORATION LOSS
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CNE-YEPR VERIFICATICN, 18
8

68

87

25,1885
MAY JUL SEP OV JAN MR

JN FELG CCT LEC FEB RFR

CNE-YEFR VERIFICATICN
10,21

82

DE 10,21
7S

AYJUL SEP OV JFN R AY
JN HUG CCT DEC FEB FFR

CNE-YEFR VERIFICATICN
10,,16

35

B4

=10,1633
JAN RMAYMAY JUL SEPNOV

JUN FUG OCT DEC FEB FPR

APPENDIX 25/1



CNE-YEFR VERIFICAT 1CN

86 1, 18
wwevae

8S

83
e15, 18

YJULJUN HG CCT DEC
SEP NOV JAN AR HY

FEB PR

CNE-VERR VERIFICATICN
14,22

81.0

E0.0

| Eeeaa 14, 22
TT* *T**

MAY JUL SEP NOV JAN MER AY
JUN AG CCT DEC FEB FFR

CNE-YER VERIFICATICN
13,22

81.0

80.0

13,22
MAY JUL SEPNOV JAN MAR MAY

JUN AUG OCT DEC FEB APR
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SCHEME A: DISTRIBUT1ON OF WELLS

40000

+ + +35000

+ + +30000

25000

20000

eB999SAOLEA

15000

10000

++5000

NDL

-5000
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WATER LEVEL CONTOUR MAP

AFTER 4 YEARs OF PUMPING

+40GO0

+35000

30000

25000 F

20000

15000

10000

/0T
5000

IND 1 A

+

-5000
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SCHEME A: DRAWDOWN AFTER 4 YRS

+40000

35000

30000

25000

20000

15000

10000

+5000

IND 1 A

-5000
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SCHEME A.. FORECAST
CCell 2,20

8S Elevation)

hAAAV84

2?,20
Scheme A

83 wurninnrrmTYMTrirriminiiii

SCHEE A.. FORECRST

Cell 19,30)
Meters (Fbs. Elevatian)

MAA74

Schene A

SC-EE A.. FORECPST
CCell 10,21)

Meters (Fbs. Elevaticn)D
E2

81

wwL
10,21

SchemeA
76



SCHEE A. FORECAST

CCell 11,26)
Meters CFbs. Elevaticn)80

79

78

11,265
Scheme A

J

SCEE A. FOEECAST
(Cell 11,16)

eters CFbS. Elevaticn)

8S

M84
83

82

79 10, 16
SchemeA

SCHEE A.. FURECAST
(Cell 18,14)

Meters (Fbs. Elevatian)
95p

94

S3

s2
91

V V
18,14
Schema A87
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SCEE A. FORECPST
CCell 15, 18)

Meters CFbs. Elevaticn)es

B4 1AA3

79E
78 ess 15,28

,,,0,A,0, A ,0,
J

SCEE A.. FCRECAST
(Cell 12,11)

Neters (FEs. £levaticn)
S3

SO

89

Es
B12, 11

87

SCDE A. FURECAST
CCell 18,26)

Meters CPbs. £levaticn)

74
p18,26

Scheme
TTr



SCENE R.. FORECFST
(Call 13,22)

eters (Fbs. Elevaticn)

B1ww-
13,22

Screme A
TTTTITITATwrvITTTiYTPITT

SCEE FURECFST
(Cel! 20, 16)

Meters CFbs. ElEvation)

VF
asa 20, 16

Schene A

SCHEME A.. FCRECFST
CCel! 20,21)

Meters CFbS. Elevat.cn
8S

MAB1

79

20,21
Scheme A

76 wATTTIrHTTHTTwr TTr w
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SCHEE A.. FCRECAST
(Cell 2,41 Sapta Koshi Rivar)

Meters (Fbs. Elevation)75.5

75.0

74.5
I.

A 2,41 River
Schene AU waraT¥TNTYTHNSHirhNiiniTINN

M JSNJMMJSNUMJSNJIUSNSM
JCCFRJFCDFFJAODFPJFODFA

SCHEE A.. FURELFST
CCell 25, 18)

Meters (Fbs. Elevaticn)

8

es

B5

25,18
Scheme A

84 1ma rr*wnnwrI TT*
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SCHEME A: DEPTH TO WATER

AFTER 4 YEARs OF pUMPING

40000

35000

30000

25000

20000

15000

10000

O

5000

IND I A

-5000

N
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SCHEME A: SATURATED THICKNESS

AFTER 4 YEARS OF PUMPING

40000

35000

30000

25000

20000

15000

O

10000

30

5000

IND 4A

-5000 B
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SCHEME B: DiSTRIBUT1ON OF WELLS

T
40000

35000

+ + +30000

+25000-

20000

15000

D

10000

5000

IND I A

5000
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SCHEME B: WATER LEVEL MAP

FTER 4 YEARs OF PUMPING

INDI A
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SCHEME B: DRAWDOWN AFTER 4 YRS

INDI A

T
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SCHEME B: FORECAST

Cell 10,9
Meters (HDS. elevation)

AAA91

0

-9,10
Scheme B

18 24 30 36 42 48
6 12

SCHENE B... FORECAST

(Cell 7, 15)

eters (HDs. elevation)

SchemeB
***

18 24 30 36 42 48

126

SCHEME B... FORECAST

(Cell 11,14)

nHeters (HDS. elevation

36

VVVI82
81

-11,14
Scheme B

18 24 JU J6 42 48

126

CHEME B. FORECAST

CCell 16, 16)

neters (Abs. elevation)

83

VAA86

33

16,16
Schene B

18 24 30 36 42 48
6 12 APPENDIX 35/1



SCHEME B:. FORECAST

(Cell 7,9
o7eters (HDS. elevation)
93

92

91

90
7,9

cheme E

18 24 30 36 42 48

6 12

SCHEME B .. FORECAST

(Cell 7,21)

o Meters CFbs. elevation)
81

80

79

78
-7,9

Scheme BB

18 24 30 36 42 48

126

SCHEME B... FORECAST

(Cell 1420
eters HDS. elevation

84
83

82

79
,20

Scheme B

76L
18 24 30 36 42 48

6 12

SCHEME B.. FORECAST

(Cell 16,24)

Meters (Hbs. elevation)

79

VA76

16,24
Scheme BB

APPENDIX 35/2
18 24 S0 36 42 483

126



SCHEME B .. FORECRST

(Cell 20,20)

Meters (Rbs. elevation)
84

M

20,20
Sheme B

18 24 U 36 42 48
6 12

SCHEME B . FORECAST

Lell 23,26)

Meters (Hbs. elevation)w4

-23,26
Scheme B

18 24 30 35 42 48
6 12

SCHEME B FURELHST

(ell 99
Meters (FbS. elevation)

79

78

7,29
Scheme B

***********
18 24 30 36 42 48

6 12

SCHEE B.. FORECFHST

(Cell 16,Z8)

Meters (AbS, elevat10n)
78

76

74

73 16,28
Scheme B

2 APPENDIX 3s/318 24 30 36 42 48

126



SCHEME B.. FORECRST

Cell 22,34)
, Meters (Fbs. elevation)

70

WwwW
58

22,34
Scheme B

18 24 30 36 42 488

6

SCHENE B... FORECAST

(Cell 25,29)

Heters Fbs. elevation)
6
5

25,29
SCneme B

70 10 24 30 36 4 45

6 12

SCHEME B... FORECAST

(Cell 11,26)
o Meters (Abs. elevation

79

(8

7
Scheme B

6
18 24 30 36 42 48

126
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SCHEME B: DEPTH TO WATER (4 YR)

01

O

O))Y

IND I A
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SCHEME B: SATURATED THICKNESS

AFTER 4 YEARS OF PUMPING
40000

35000

30000

25000

20600

15000

10000

30

500

I ND 1 A

5000
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